HRD continued to deal with the problems of inconsistencies and inaccurate terms in professional documents and regulations as well as participating in changes in the National Classification of Activities and Vocations.

Early in the year 2016 conservator-restorer Denis Vokić held a lecture as a part of Cycle of lectures – Wednesday at 12 titled Terminological problems in the profession, illogical definitions in European norms and poor definitions in Croatian dictionaries. The lecture stressed issues considering conservation-restoration profession and its terminology that is so often discussed on monthly meetings.

During the year 2016 Association was focused on introducing bookkeeping and since HRD’s website was redesigned the process of improvement still continues.

For further information please visit: http://www.h-r-d.hr/

…or look us up on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Hrvatsko-restauratorsko-dru%C5%A1tvo-Croatian-Conservation-Association-174038972714683/timeline/
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